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Baseball and Philosophy brings together two high-powered pastimes: the sport of
baseball and the academic discipline of philosophy. Eric Bronson asked eighteen
young professors to provide their profound analysis of some aspect of baseball.
The result offers surprisingly deep insights into this most American of games.
The contributors include many of the leading voices in the burgeoning new field
of philosophy of sport, plus a few other talented philosophers with a personal
interest in baseball. A few of the contributors are also drawn from academic
areas outside philosophy: statistics, law, and history. This volume gives the
thoughtful baseball fan substancial material to think more deeply about. What
moral issues are raised by the Intentional Walk? Do teams sometimes benefit
from the self-interested behavior of their individual members? How can Zen be
applied to hitting? Is it ethical to employ deception in sports? Can a game be
defined by its written rules or are there also other constraints? What can the U.S.
Supreme Court learn from umpiring? Why should baseball be the only industry
exempt from antitrust laws? What part does luck play in any game of skill?
Thomas V. Morris discusses life, death, religion, the nature of faith and more.
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This captivating book is ideal both for thoughtful unbelievers who consider
Christianity unreasonable, and Christians wanting to know how to share their
faith with sceptics. Writing in an engaging, conversational style, Morris takes an
intriguing new look at the big questions that keep coming up -- questions about
life, death, God, religion, the nature of faith, the formation of an adequate
worldview, and the meaning of life. Morris explores these kinds of questions in an
earnest yet thoroughly entertaining and easily readable way, relating numerous
personal anecdotes, incorporating intriguing material from the films of Woody
Allen and the journals of Tolstoy, and using the writings of the seventeenthcentury genius Blaise Pascal as a central guide.
Urging readers of the Harry Potter series to dig deeper than wizards, boggarts,
and dementors, the authors of this unique guide collect the musings of seventeen
philosophers on the series, who cover a wide range of Potter-related
philosophical issues, including the difference between good and evil, the ethics of
sorcery, and Aristotle's own school for wizards. Original.
This book is the first examination of the cliché as a philosophical concept.
Challenging the idea that clichés are lazy or spurious opposites to genuine
thinking, it instead locates them as a dynamic and contestable boundary between
‘thought’ and ‘non-thought’.
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In Steve Jobs and Philosophy sixteen philosophers take a close look at the
inspiring yet often baffling world of Steve Jobs. What can we learn about
business ethics from the example of Jobs? What are the major virtues of a
creative innovator? How could Jobs successfully defy and challenge conventional
business practices? How did Jobs combine values and attitudes previously
believed to be unmixable? What does it really mean to “think different”? Can
entrepreneurs be made or are they just born? If Jobs didn’t make any major
inventions, just what was his contribution? How is Jobs’s life illuminated by
Buddhism? How does a counter-culture transform mainstream culture? What
does Jobs teach us about the notions of simplicity and functionality in design?
How do Jobs’s achievements alter the way we think about technology in relation
to human life? The chapters cover vital issues in ethics, business, aesthetics, and
technology. They are followed by a fascinating appendix listing all the
philosophers mentioned in the book, along with explanations of their lives and
key themes in their thoughts. Steve Jobs and Philosophy is aimed at readers
interested Jobs himself, in entrepreneurship, in technology, culture, and values.
Two complete eBooks for one low price! Created and compiled bythe publisher,
this Philosophy & Ethics bundle brings togethertwo important titles in one, e-only
bundle. With this specialbundle, you’ll get the complete text of the following
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twotitles: Philosophy For Dummies Philosophy For Dummies is for anyone who
has everentertained a question about life and this world. In aconversational tone,
the book's author – amodern-day scholar and lecturer – brings thegreatest
wisdom of the past into the challenges that we face now.This refreshingly
different guide explains philosophicalfundamentals and explores some of the
strangest and deepestquestions ever posed to human beings, such as: How do
we know anything? What does the word good mean? Are we ever really free? Do
human beings have souls? Is there life after death? Is there a God? Is happiness
really possible in our world? Ethics For Dummies An easy-to-grasp guide to
addressing the principles of ethicsand applying them to daily life How do you
define"good" versus "evil?" Do you know the difference between moral"truth" and
moral relativity? Whether or not you know Aristotlefrom Hume, Ethics For
Dummies will get you comfortable withthe centuries-old study of ethical
philosophy quickly andeffectively! Ethics For Dummies is a practical,friendly
guide that takes the headache out of the often-confusingsubject of ethics. In plain
English, it examines the controversialfacets of ethical thought, explores the
problem of evil,demystifies the writings and theories of such great
thinkersthrough the ages as Aristotle, Confucius, Descartes, Kant,Nietzsche, and
so much more. You’ll learn how to applythe concepts and theories of ethical
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philosophy to your everydaylife. Whether you're currently enrolled in an ethics
courseor are interested in living a good life but are vexed with
ethicalcomplexities, Ethics For Dummies has you covered! About the Author of
Philosophy ForDummies Tom Morris, Ph.D., author of True Success and other
books,taught philosophy at Notre Dame University for 15 years andcurrently
heads the Morris Institute for Human Values. About the Authors of Ethics For
Dummies Christopher Panza, PhD, is an associate professor of philosophyat
Drury University and coauthor of Existentialism ForDummies. Adam Potthast,
PhD, is an assistant professorof philosophy at Missouri University of Science
andTechnology.
What does classical philosophy have to offer modern business? Nothing less
than the secrets to building great morale and productivity in any size
organization. This is the message that Tom Morris will deliver this year to
thousands of executives of leading companies such as Merrill Lynch, Coca Cola,
Bayer, and Northwestern Mutual Life. In If Aristotle Ran General Motors, Morris,
who taught philosophy at Notre Dame for fifteen years, shares the knowledge
that he garnered from a lifetime of studying the writings and teachings of history's
wisest thinkers and shows how to apply their ideas in today's business
environment. Although he frequently draws on the wisdom of Aristotle, Morris
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also finds inspiration in the teachings of a wide array of thinkers from many
different traditions and eras. Throughout these pages we're invited to pause and
consider the words of Confucius, Seneca, Saint Augustine, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Abraham Lincoln, and many others. By looking at the inside workings
of various kinds of businesses-- from GE to Tom's of Maine-- Morris shows why
any company that is serious about attaining true excellence must adhere to four
timeless virtues first identified by Aristotle more than two thousand years ago:
Truth, Beauty, Goodness, and Unity. Morris makes clear that the most successful
companies encourage a corporate culture that ensures that all interactions
among colleagues, employees, management, bosses, clients, customers, and
suppliers are infused with dignity and humanity. Moreover, the book provides
clearly stated strategies for how everyone who works can make these qualities
the foundation for their everyday business (and personal) lives. If Aristotle Ran
General Motors presents the most compelling case of any book yet written for a
new ethics in business and for a workplace where openness and integrity are the
rule rather than the exception. It offers an optimistic vision for the future of
leadership and a plan for reinvigorating the soul back into our professional lives.
Philosophy For Dummies is a complete crash-course in philosophical thought, covering
key philosophers, philosophical history and theory and the big questions that affect us
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today. Tying in with standard UK curricula and including core topics such as logic,
ethics and political philosophy, this impartial, expert guide cuts through the jargon to
give you the facts.
This is a book about our inner power to live and flourish in a challenging world. In 1934,
a thirteen-year-old boy from a small village in western Egypt is on his first trip across
the desert when he discovers something about his life that transforms his future. He's
traveling with his seventy-year-old uncle, who is exceptionally wise for any stage of life.
The boy and his older relative are also accompanied by a caravan of merchants and
animals traveling to Cairo to bring goods to market. The young man has had no idea
what awaits him on this trip. His uncle will decide to share with him the basic elements
of a practical and yet profound philosophy of life, as they deal with events and
challenges that appear throughout the journey. And this wisdom for living will prove to
have come at just the right time, when the boy learns that he is on his way, not just to a
marketplace, but to a life change that will thrust him into new dangers and opportunities
beyond anything he has ever imagined. This book is the short prologue to a
forthcoming series of seven novels entitled, Walid and the Mysteries of Phi.
Philosophy at its best is an activity more than a body of knowledge. In an ancient
sense, done right, it is a healing art. It’s intellectual self-defense. It’s a form of therapy.
But it’s also much more. Philosophy is map-making for the soul, cartography for the
human journey. It’s an important navigational tool for life that too many modern people
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try to do without. Philosophy For Dummies is for anyone who has ever entertained a
question about life and this world. In a conversational tone, the book's author – a
modern-day scholar and lecturer – brings the greatest wisdom of the past into the
challenges that we face now. This refreshingly different guide explains philosophical
fundamentals and explores some of the strangest and deepest questions ever posed to
human beings, such as How do we know anything? What does the word good mean?
Are we ever really free? Do human beings have souls? Is there life after death? Is there
a God? Is happiness really possible in our world? This book is chock full of all those
questions you may have long wanted to think about and talk with someone about, but
have never had the time or opportunity to tackle head on. Philosophy For Dummies
invites you to discuss the issues you find in the guide, share perspectives, and compare
thoughts and feelings with someone you respect. You'll find lots of material to mull over
with your friends or spouse, including thoughts on When to doubt, and when to doubt
our doubts The universal demand for evidence and proof The four dimensions of
human experience Arguments for materialism Fear of the process of dying Prayers and
small miracles Moral justification for allowing evil The ancient philosopher Socrates
(fifth century, B.C.) thought that, when it comes to the Ultimate Questions, we all start
off as dummies. But if we are humbly aware of how little we actually know, then we can
really begin to learn. Philosophy For Dummies will put you on the path to wising up as
you steer through the experience called life.
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SpongeBob SquarePants and Philosophy introduces fans of SpongeBob SquarePants
to some of the great thinkers and questions in philosophy. The essays can be shared
by young and old alike, kindling new interest in philosophy and life’s big questions.
What keeps SpongeBob “reeling in” major audiences on a daily basis is that
underneath the lighthearted and whimsical exterior are the seeds of philosophical
discussions about identity and the self, our obligations toward others, benefits and
tensions of the individual in community, principles of the marketplace and
environmental ethics, and questions of just how exactly Jack Kahuna Laguna can build
a fire at the bottom of the ocean. (Okay, so perhaps we don’t have an answer for that
last one, but maybe if you look into that fire long enough the answer will be revealed.)
The book begins with a section exploration of the major characters of the series. For
instance, chapter 1 uses the philosophies of Aristotle to demonstrate why SpongeBob,
more than any other character in the series, is defined by a life of well-being and
flourishing. Chapter two provides an assessment of SpongeBob’s best friend, Patrick
Star.
Tom Morris is the former Notre Dame philosophy professor whose classes became a
campus legend and whose nationwide speaking engagements have electrified the
audiences of corporate America. Continuing in his mission to bring philosophical
wisdom into the trenches of everyday life, he shows how ideas of Stoic Philosophy ?
which emphasizes goals like gaining command of one's passions and achieving
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indifference to pain and distress ? are completely up to date in their relevance to the
practical issues people confront in the 21st century. Divided into three accessible
sections, the book focuses on three leading Stoics: the slave Epictetus, the lawyer
Seneca, and the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius. From the bottom of society to the
upwardly mobile middle to society's very top, the book highlights how these Stoics'
insights relate to modern experience. Philosophy buffs and fans of Morris's other works
will appreciate this latest application of ancient wisdom to new concerns.
What happens when a modern philosopher gets on Twitter? Twisdom! This is the first
book of wisdom to arise out of the amazing social media website Twitter. It's a
collection of tweets by one of the world's most active and positive public philosophers,
Tom Morris, known on Twitter as TomVMorris. It's been called "the first true book of
twenty-first century philosophy." It's as deep and practical as it is fun to read, and will
set your mind working in new directions. Topics include courage, patience, love, work,
play, and personal possibility. This wide-ranging book also takes on such universal
challenges as how to deal with difficulty and anger, the importance of self-confidence in
times of change, the ups and downs of our relationships, the challenge of inner peace,
and how to find meaning and fulfillment in our lives. The tweets are small but the
insights are big. Jump-start your brain with Twisdom! Forewords by Mariel Hemingway
and Kathy Ireland.
"Great Caesar's Ghost!! A team of Brainiacs! Superheroes and Philosophy is Kryptonite
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for those supervillains who diss the heroes as lightweights! Riddle me this, Batman:
How are Gotham City and Metropolis like ancient Athens and modern Paris? Read this
sensational book and find out!"
The story of Derek Sandhaus’s journey into the world’s oldest drinking culture.
Frank Herbert'sDune is the biggest-selling science fiction story of all time; the original book and
its numerous sequels have transported millions of readers into the alternate reality of the
Duniverse.Dune and Philosophy raises intriguing questions about the Duniverse in ways that
will be instantly meaningful to fans. Those well-known characters--Paul Atreides, Baron
Harkkonen, Duncan Idaho, Stilgar, the Bene Gesserit witches--come alive again in this fearless
philosophical probing of some of life's most basic questions. Dune presents us with a vast
world in which fanaticism is merciless and history is made by the interplay of ruthless
conspiracies. Computers have long been outlawed, so that the abilities of human beings are
developed to an almost supernatural level. The intergalactic empire controlled by a privileged
aristocracy raises all the old questions of human interaction in a strange yet weirdly familiar
setting. Do secret conspiracies direct the future course of human political evolution? Can
manipulation of the gene pool create a godlike individual? Are strife and bloodshed essential to
progress? Can we know so much about the future that we lose the power to make a
difference? Does reliance on valuable resources--such as "spice," oil, and water--place us at
the mercy of those who can destroy those resources? When gholas are reconstructed from the
cells of dead people and given those people's memories, is the ghola the dead person
resurrected? Can the exploitation of religion for political ends be reduced to a technique?
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Philosophers who are fans ofDune will trek through the desert of the Duniverse seeing
answers to these and other questions.
Fifteen philosophers representuing different schools of thought answer the question what is
Woody Allen trying to say in his films? And why should anyone care? Focusing on different
works and varied aspects of Allen's multifaceted output, these essays explore the philosophical
undertones of Anne Hall, Crimes and Misdemeanors, Manhattan, A Midsummer Night's Sex
Comedy and reminds us that just because the universe is meaningless and life is pointless is
no reason to commit suicide.
Time Magazine reports on a remarkable renaissance of religious belief among philosophers.
Who are these intellectuals, and why have they embraced Christian belief. Several thinkers
answer these questions with candor, warmth, and brilliance.
Dr. Seuss, children and adults alike have been captivated by the charming and laconic tales of
whimsical characters and imaginative worlds. But Dr. Seuss' stories are more than just catchy
poems; they often wrestle with serious philosophical and moral dilemmas, whether it is Horton
discovering the very essence of life or the Lorax teaching us about morality. Dr. Seuss and
Philosophy explores philosophical concepts such as the nature of the good life in Oh the
Places You'll Go, the method and value of thinking critically in Oh the Thinks You Can Think,
and morality and ethics in How the Grinch Stole Christmas, among many others. Anyone who
loves Dr. Seuss or is interested in philosophy will find this book to be intriguing and
enlightening.
What wisdom can equip us best for the journey of life? A young boy and his uncle are traveling
with some friends across the desert in Egypt in 1934, on their way to Cairo. During a rest at a
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beautiful oasis, the older man decides that the time is right to begin preparing his nephew for
the future. So, as the days pass, they talk about such things as inner peace, the challenge of
change, the dynamic nature of balance, how things can help or harm us, the true power of the
mind, the hidden structures of our world, the importance of wisdom, the elements of human
nature, the necessity of love, the requirements of success, and the world's strangest gift of all uncertainty. The boy keeps a diary. And what he learns on this journey may be as life changing
for readers as it is for him. Philosopher Tom Morris has produced a gem of a book that's
packed with wisdom for life and work today. You'll find in this short tale a profusion of vivid
images, profound reminders, and new perspectives that can help greatly as you grapple at the
interface of desire and difficulty throughout your life. There is profound and simple wisdom to
be gained about how to deal with the opportunities and obstacles that are everywhere in this
world. You'll find much of it here, in this brief but rich account of one remarkable trip. We can
all cultivate the oasis within, of which this book speaks, and it will provide a source of peace
and power that can lead to remarkable outer results.
Have you ever wondered what the phrase “God is dead” means? You’ll find out in
Existentialism For Dummies, a handy guide to Nietzsche, Sartre, and Kierkegaard’s favorite
philosophy. See how existentialist ideas have influenced everything from film and literature to
world events and discover whether or not existentialism is still relevant today. You’ll find an
introduction to existentialism and understand how it fits into the history of philosophy. This
insightful guide will expose you to existentialism’s ideas about the absurdity of life and the
ways that existentialism guides politics, solidarity, and respect for others. There’s even a
section on religious existentialism. You’ll be able to reviewkey existential themes and writings.
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Find out how to: Trace the influence of existentialism Distinguish each philosopher’s specific
ideas Explain what it means to say that “God is dead” See culture through an existentialist
lens Understand the existentialist notion of time, finitude, and death Navigate the absurdity of
life Master the art of individuality Complete with lists of the ten greatest existential films, ten
great existential aphorisms, and ten common misconceptions about existentialism,
Existentialism For Dummies is your one-stop guide to a very influential school of thought.
Throughout the ages, plenty of people have written and spoken about success and excellence.
But leave it to contemporary philosopher and popular business speaker Tom Morris to gather
the best of it into a universal tool kit for achieving nearly any goal. From a clear CONCEPTION
of what we want, to a stubborn CONSISTENCY in pursuing our vision, to a CAPACITY to
enjoy the process, The Art of Achievement outlines a simple framework that will lead readers
down a road of excellence. Peppered with quotes from great thinkers and successful people,
such as Plato, Aristotle, Einstein, and Churchill, The Art of Achievement helps readers map out
new paths to better health, greater efficiency, and deeper satisfaction.
This collection of essays by philosophers who are also fans does a deep probe of the
Sopranos, analyzing the adventures and personalities of Tony, Carmella, Livia, and the rest of
television's most irresistible mafia family for their metaphysical, epistemological, value theory,
eastern philosophical, and contemporary postmodern possibilities. No prior philosophical
qualificationsor mob connections are required to enjoy these musings, which are presented
with the same vibrancy and wit that have made the show such a hit.
What's the point of studying philosophy when we have theology? Philosophy sometimes
suffers from an inferiority complex in the church. But Paul Copan contends that it is possible to
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affirm theology's preeminence without diminishing the contribution of philosophy. This brief
introduction surveys philosophy's basic aims and defends its function in the Christian life.
A deluxe special edition of the ancient classic written by the Roman Emperor known as “The
Philosopher” Meditations is a series of personal journals written by Marcus Aurelius, Emperor
of Rome from 169 to 180 AD. The last of the “Five Good Emperors,” he was the most powerful
and influential man in the Western world at the time. Marcus was one of the leaders of
Stoicism, a philosophy of personal ethics which sought resilience and virtue through personal
action and responsibility. Stoicism, viewed as a foundation of modern self-help, has inspired
many personal development and psychotherapy approaches through to the present day.
Meditations is perhaps the most important source of our modern understanding of Stoic
philosophy. Its twelve books chronicle different stages of Marcus Aurelius’ life and ideas.
Although he ruled during the Pax Romana, the age of relative peace and stability throughout
the empire, his reign was marked by near-constant military conflict and a devastating plague
which killed upwards of five million people. Aurelius’ writings give modern readers an
unprecedented look into the “spiritual exercises” which helped him through his tumultuous life
and strengthened his patience, empathy, generosity, self-knowledge and emotional health. The
private reflections recorded in the Meditations were never meant to be published, rather they
were a source for Marcus’ own guidance and self-improvement, and jotted down by campfires
or in military tents on the Roman front. The lessons, insights and perspectives contained within
this remarkable work are just as relevant today as they were two millennia ago. This volume:
Presents the timeless wisdom of Emperor Marcus Aurelius and his Stoic philosophy, with new
research on his life and times Contains valuable insights on topics such as resilience,
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moderation and emotional control Discusses how to live “in agreement with nature” and abide
by strong ethical principles Part of the bestselling Capstone Classics Series edited by Tom
Butler-Bowdon, this attractive, high-quality hardcover volume includes: An original Introduction
by Marcus Aurelius authority and Stoicism expert Donald Robertson, author of How To Think
Like A Roman Emperor. A modernised, up to date version of the classic George Long
translation. Meditations: The Philosophy Classic is a volume which will occupy a prominent
place in any library for years to come.
However important the magic of wands, brooms, cauldrons, potions, and spells might be to the
vivid story telling of [the Harry Potter] books, it is merely incidental to their philosophy of life…. I
can’t count the number of times I’ve heard someone in a business context say something like
“I wish I could just magically solve all these problems” or “I’ll try my best to deal with this, but
remember, I’m no magician.” What is particularly interesting is that the most difficult problems
that the people in Harry’s world face are rarely solved with just magic, but rather by the use of
intelligence, reasoning, planning, courage, determination, persistence, resourcefulness,
creativity, fidelity, friendship, and many other qualities traditionally known by the philosophers
in our world as virtues…. The meaning of life is not to be found in elixirs or incantations, secret
words or exotic objects with esoteric powers, but in real moral virtue and the magic of what it
can help us do….” J. K. Rowling’s novels about Harry Potter and the Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry have captured the imaginations of people everywhere. In IF HARRY
POTTER RAN GENERAL ELECTRIC, bestselling business author Tom Morris (IF ARISTOTLE
RAN GENERAL MOTORS) uncovers the values and timeless truths that underlie Rawling’s
hugely popular books and illuminate the lessons they offer to all of us in our careers and daily
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lives. But, you say, Harry Potter lives in a world of magic? What can we possibly learn to apply
to our own careers and everyday lives? Morris shows that the most difficult problems Harry
and his friends face are rarely solved by the use of magic alone. Rather, they are conquered
by intelligence, reasoning, determination, creativity, friendship, and a host of other classic
virtues–the very qualities, in fact, that make for success in every aspect of our lives. Blending
an array of provocative examples from the novels with thought-provoking commentary on
contemporary management practices, IF HARRY POTTER RAN GENERAL ELECTRIC offers
readers a master’s course on leadership and ethics, told in an engaging and insightful way.
An easy-to-grasp guide to addressing the principles of ethics and applying them to daily life
How do you define "good" versus "evil?" Do you know the difference between moral "truth" and
moral relativity? Whether or not you know Aristotle from Hume, Ethics For Dummies will get
you comfortable with the centuries-old study of ethical philosophy quickly and effectively!
Ethics For Dummies is a practical, friendly guide that takes the headache out of the oftenconfusing subject of ethics. In plain English, it examines the controversial facets of ethical
thought, explores the problem of evil, demystifies the writings and theories of such great
thinkers through the ages as Aristotle, Confucius, Descartes, Kant, Nietzsche, and so much
more. Provides the tools to tackle and understand today's important questions and ethical
dilemmas Shows you how to apply the concepts and theories of ethical philosophy to your
everyday life Other title by Panza: Existentialism For Dummies Whether you're currently
enrolled in an ethics course or are interested in living a good life but are vexed with ethical
complexities, Ethics For Dummies has you covered!
We've all heard the adage: When life hands you lemons, make lemonade. But no one ever
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says how. Finally, with the inspiration of Plato and the help other great philosophers, Tom
Morris has figured it out and here gives us a recipe we all can use. Along the way, he shows us
how to move with wisdom from difficulty to delight in everything we do.
This is book five in the philosophical adventure series, Walid and the Mysteries of Phi. Animals
are disappearing all over Cairo, Egypt. A detective who moves to town is trying to find out why.
Walid and his friends get involved and discover things about animal spirituality they never
could have imagined. They also face the greatest danger of their lives, and their adventure
culminates in a way that will stun all readers. The world is much stranger than it seems.
In the 16 spirited conversations comprising this volume, authors Lou Marinoff and Daisaku
Ikeda revive and celebrate philosophy as an accessible source of wisdom and courage for
everyone. For Marinoff and Ikeda, the philosophies of Shakyamuni Buddha, Lao Tzu,
Confucius, Aristotle, and Socrates are as relevant now as when first articulated more than
2,000 years ago. They are motivated by the conviction that philosophy should do nothing less
than help draw forth an inner strength to face and surpass life’s inevitable hardships and
challenges—showing here that wisdom is never out of reach and opportunities for positive
transformation are many.
Malcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1 New York
Times bestseller Outliers, offers a powerful examination of our interactions with strangers and
why they often go wrong—now with a new afterword by the author. A Best Book of the Year:
The Financial Times, Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and Detroit Free Press How did Fidel
Castro fool the CIA for a generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think he could trust Adolf
Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television sitcoms teach us something
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about the way we relate to one another that isn’t true? Talking to Strangers is a classically
Gladwellian intellectual adventure, a challenging and controversial excursion through history,
psychology, and scandals taken straight from the news. He revisits the deceptions of Bernie
Madoff, the trial of Amanda Knox, the suicide of Sylvia Plath, the Jerry Sandusky pedophilia
scandal at Penn State University, and the death of Sandra Bland—throwing our understanding
of these and other stories into doubt. Something is very wrong, Gladwell argues, with the tools
and strategies we use to make sense of people we don’t know. And because we don’t know
how to talk to strangers, we are inviting conflict and misunderstanding in ways that have a
profound effect on our lives and our world. In his first book since his #1 bestseller David and
Goliath, Malcolm Gladwell has written a gripping guidebook for troubled times.

"No lies" The Hurricane Notebook, found on a Wilmington beach after a storm,
contains the thoughts, artistic experiments, vignettes, and recorded dialogues of
an unknown author calling herself "Elizabeth M." Its entries record the inner life of
a soul in crisis, perpetually returning to the moment she learned of her sister's
suicide and making an unrelenting attempt to understand herself and the human
condition. Whether engaged in introspective soul-searching, or reconstructing her
discussions with friends, mentors, and acquaintances, she challenges herself to
accept "No lies" that would mask or hide her own responsibility for evil in the
world. The notebook ends abruptly; having traversed subjects as diverse as God,
childhood, chess, philosophy, ballet, self-hood, conscience, guilt, and friendship,
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Elizabeth's questions are left uncertain and hanging in the air, just like her hope
that she might find "one person on earth who understands me," and unanswered,
like her plea "Having understood me, would you grieve on my behalf, my friend?"
With insight, humor, and down-to-earth parables, a dynamic Notre Dame
professor distills the wisdom of the ages into seven core requirements for
sustainable personal success.
Brings together a series of essays by a group of highly regarded philosophers on
the role of God and spirituality in their lives and in their philosophies.
Steve Jobs overcame tremendous odds to create one of the greatest business
success stories of all time. This book explores the deep and practical philosophy
behind that success that can be used by any leader.
New Wave Clay unpicks the zeitgeist and aesthetic of an exciting discipline with
intelligence, insight and indulgence. Against the backdrop of the digital age and
shiny screens, a whole new generation of craftspeople, designers and artists are
realizing the pleasure of working with clay and bringing a fresh perspective to the
material. Today, there is a lively crossover between craft, design, sculpture and
technology that is rethinking ceramics: what you can make with it, what it looks
like and who makes it. New Wave Clay is a global survey of 55 imaginative
ceramicists that are leading this craft revival. They include classically trained
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potters who create design-led pieces, product designers who use clay as a
means of creative expression, as well as fine artists, architects, decorators,
illustrators, sculptors and graphic designers. Their collective output goes far
beyond pots into ceramic furniture, sculpture, murals, wall reliefs, small-scale
architecture and 3D printing. The book is divided into four thematic sections and
features special contributions from Edmund de Waal, Hella Jongerius, Grayson
Perry, Martin Brudnizki and Sarah Griffin discussing craft, industry, ornament,
decorating and collecting. New Wave Clay is an image-led, dynamic study of the
exciting new generation jumpstarting this age-old art. Features - A 296-page
survey of 55 international ceramicists who bridge the worlds of product design,
interiors, fine art and luxury craftsmanship. - Four thematic chapters are
accompanied by interviews and written contributions on the subject from
designers, decorators and collectors. - Richly illustrated, New Wave Clay is an
image-led, dynamic book that aims to demonstrate the contemporary condition of
this age-old art. - Instead of focusing on traditional craft ware and functional
pieces, this title focuses on the community of ceramicists who create design-led
works.
In 1972, philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn threw an ashtray at Errol Morris.
This book is the result. At the time, Morris was a graduate student. Now we know
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him as one of the most celebrated and restlessly probing filmmakers of our time,
the creator of such classics of documentary investigation as The Thin Blue Line
and The Fog of War. Kuhn, meanwhile, was—and, posthumously, remains—a star
in his field, the author of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, a landmark book
that has sold well over a million copies and introduced the concept of “paradigm
shifts” to the larger culture. And Morris thought the idea was bunk. The Ashtray
tells why—and in doing so, it makes a powerful case for Morris’s way of viewing
the world, and the centrality to that view of a fundamental conception of the
necessity of truth. “For me,” Morris writes, “truth is about the relationship
between language and the world: a correspondence idea of truth.” He has no
patience for philosophical systems that aim for internal coherence and disdain
the world itself. Morris is after bigger game: he wants to establish as clearly as
possible what we know and can say about the world, reality, history, our actions
and interactions. It’s the fundamental desire that animates his filmmaking,
whether he’s probing Robert McNamara about Vietnam or the oddball owner of a
pet cemetery. Truth may be slippery, but that doesn’t mean we have to grease
its path of escape through philosophical evasions. Rather, Morris argues
powerfully, it is our duty to do everything we can to establish and support it. In a
time when truth feels ever more embattled, under siege from political lies and
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virtual lives alike, The Ashtray is a bracing reminder of its value, delivered by a
figure who has, over decades, uniquely earned our trust through his commitment
to truth. No Morris fan should miss it.
“Amazing stories! Incredible quotes! Sordid details! This book shows that a
genius in the realm of thought can be a dummy in the land of love.” — Tom
Morris, author of If Aristotle Ran General Motors What do René Descartes, John
Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Jean-Paul Sartre have in common? That’s
right: they were all hopeless failures when it came to romance. Author Andrew
Shaffer explores the paradox at the core of Western philosophical thought—that
history’s greatest thinkers were also the most pathetic lovers to ever walk the
earth. With razor-sharp wit and probing insight, Shaffer shows how it’s the
philosophers’ missteps, as much as their musings, that are able to truly boggle
the intellect.
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